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Abstract

Introduction: It is crucial to understand the complex processing of  acoustic stimuli along the au-
ditory pathway ;comprehension of this complex processing can facilitate our understanding of the 
processes that underlie normal and altered human communication. 
Aim: To investigate the performance and lateralization effects on auditory processing assessment 

Material and methods:

Results:
presenting much lower scores than those presented to the right ear. The inter-group analysis has 

Conclusion:
-

© 2014 Associação Brasileira de Otorrinolaringologia e Cirurgia Cérvico-Facial. Published by Elsevier 
Editora Ltda. All rights reserved.
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Associação entre transtornos no desenvolvimento de linguagem e processamento auditivo

Resumo

Introdução: Entender como os estímulos acústicos são processados ao longo da via auditiva é fun-

Objetivo: Investigar o desempenho e efeitos de lateralidade na avaliação do processamento 

-
ge development and auditory processing disorders. Braz J Otorhinolaryngol. 2014;80:231-6. 
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Introduction

-

children have language alteration in the absence of hea-
-

-
mes and in neurological lesions. This type of language 

-

not reached a consensus on the physiological basis of causation 
of this disorder involving language development yet.

One possible theory suggests that one of the reasons for 

changes in abilities to process sounds and to abnormalities 
 contributing 

to changes in the perception of critical acoustic cues con-
tained in the speech signals.

The basic idea is as follows: the perception of those 
-

lated to the ability to perceive and process rapid changes of 

can be said that the auditory perception is the result of the 
auditory signal processing. When a change occurs in this au-

This instability of the representation of speech sounds can 

-

Although the presence of alterations in auditory pro-

-
ditory processing in children with SLI7-9

the etiological causes of disorders in language development 
remains controversial.

From the previously established relationships between 

the auditory processing and possible effects of laterality in 

We hope this study will provide new information on the 

better understanding of this disorder and more appropriate 
and effective therapeutic interventions.

Material and method

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee under 
Protocol 1049/07. The children’s parents or guardians were 
instructed about the procedures of the study and signed a 
term of free and informed consent.

Cases

-
ted. All subjects evaluated had auditory pure tone threshol-

-

and referred to specialized service.
The subjects were divided into three groups: 

through interviews with these children’s parents or guard-

-

-

-

Material e método:

Resultado -

Conclusão:

-

© 2014 Associação Brasileira de Otorrinolaringologia e Cirurgia Cérvico-Facial. Publicado por Elsevier 
Editora Ltda. Todos os direitos reservados.
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-
formance below normal for their age on at least two tests 

assessment battery applied in this group was composed of 
temporal processing and monotic and dichotic hearing tests.

1 
providing at least an average intellectual level in an intel-
lectual assessment using the Raven Coloured Progressive 

10

Procedures

central auditory processing were performed.11

test – Speech-in-noise test – used to assess the ability of 
auditory closure. This test consists of a list of 10 monosylla-

the speech test. The signal/noise ratio used was + 20 dB 

-
ponding to the words that were heard. This procedure was 

and binaural integration for linguistic sounds. Two numbers 

the child was instructed to repeat both pairs immediately 

-

speech test. The number of digits correctly repeated was 

instructed to listen carefully to three stimuli and to res-
pond orally to the order in which the sounds came. If the 

-
tage of hits.

The Speech-in-noise test and “dichotic digit” tests were 

and left ears were evaluated separately. The “pattern of 

Statistical analysis 

-
cal method used attempted to compare groups in 

-
-

ve analyses of children’s age and of results of the 
tests were carried out through the construction of  
tables with observed values from descriptive statistics: 

-

mum. To compare the means of the tests in the three 

-

-

Results

The subjects’ age had a similar distribution among the three 

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of data obtained 

mean percentage of hits in the left ear was smaller than the 

only for SLI group.

 
 

post-hoc -

 

-

three groups. It should be noted that the percentages pre-
sented are the result of the use of the test in binaural form.

In Table 2 the descriptive statistics of data obtained by 

Comparing the mean percentages of correct answers for 
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Table 1

F P value

Figure with noise test

RE 98.40   3.74 90  100.00 100   1.00 0.36

LE 98.80 3.31 90 100.00 100

RE 92.00 9.12 70   90.00 100   1.50 0.23

LE 90.00 10.00 60   90.00 100

SLI
RE 87.20 11.00 70    90.00 100   6.33 0.01**

LE 81.40 15.78 50   90.00 100

RE 95.90 6.49 77.50 100.00 100.00   0.92 0.34

LE 95.20 6.76 70.00   95.00 100.00

RE 81.60 16.95 30.00  87.50 100.00   2.82 0.10

LE 77.21 15.86 42.50  80.00   97.50

SLI RE 77.60 16.64 25.00  80.00   97.50 15.79   0.001**

LE 66.31 20.90 10.00  70.00   92.50

Table 2

PFT

89.60   9.28 65.00 90.00 100.00

63.00 26.65 0.00 65.00 100.00

SLI 50.20 20.38 15.00 50.00   80.00

Table 3 P values for comparison among the three groups in 

p value

Pattern of 

test

< 0.001*** < 0.001*** 0.06

*** p < 0.001. 
 Trend towards significance.

Discussion

-
ditory processing showed that the performance obtained by 

-
-

compromise the integrity of speech processing and production.

-
12

-

or receptive language.
In that the temporal processing is involved in each test 

 
who attributes abnorlmalities of temporal auditory process-

-

in compromises in the perception of phonemes and of other 

phonemic representation.

-
creasing the controversy about the aetiology of SLI. Some 

9 13 
and speech perception tests8 showed children with language 

-
nation and temporal processing of auditory stimuli. 

The second hypothesis suggests the presence of oth-
er disabilities in children with SLI in addition to those 
responsible for the auditory processing. According to  
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7

-

act synergistically. This would explain the fact that some 
children show changes in auditory processing and  normal 
language development.

-

the results of Ferguson et al.14 15 

-

-

1 and 
16 and have problems with both 

auditory processing and language.6

Another feature found only by the SLI group in our re-
search was a poorer performance of the left ear compared 

-
17 and the model presented by 

Kimura18 shows a right ear advantage over the left ear for 

through the actions of the contralateral pathways. When 
-

This asymmetry between ears would be expected to de-
-

ty and of hearing process improvement.19

transmission of auditory information from the non-dom-
inant ear toward the dominant hemisphere for speech 

20 possibly due to a mat-

or to impairments in the auditory system.21 According to 
19

and left ears represent an important aspect related to 
the immaturity in dichotic hearing ability.

the left ear compared to the right ear rather than exhibit a 
right ear advantage.22

temporal auditory processing manifested in the pattern of 

impairment of the inter-hemispheric function of auditory 
-

the cerebral hemispheres.23

-

24

-
 

-

the left ear in the dichotic test – plus the abnormal perfor-

27

-
-

house and Bishop28 found some evidence that children with 
28 
-

-
rational delay – especially in regard to the interhemispheric 

-
tral information contained in the speech stimuli.

underlie auditory processing disorders may differ between 
auditory and language processing change. 

Conclusion

-
mance on the auditory processing abilities compared to 

with language processing found in these children are re-

and/or in auditory processing in the right hemisphere. 
-

speech processing changes.
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